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Had Gone Out to Lo- Board of Osteopathy Held
cate a Power Site and
Special Meeting at
Lost Their Way.
1 his Week.

T wo

Ros-we-

ll

Los Angeles, Oct. 1. Davil Eldridge
N'ew York, Oct. 1.
Melllla. Oct.. 1. A Spanish torce
Peary arrived
Tlic Texas, New Mexico and Pacific
from Zeluan is reeonnoitering in the at 7:15 and after a hurried breakfast the mine owner, who disappeared in Railway Company of Las Cruces, Dona
k
direction of Sokel. Jemis met a
went aboard the Roosevelt which had the resert, staked his life on a lost Aaua county,
today filed incorporation
j
ious reverse in an engagement with steamed up the river to dock at 42d coin and lost according to Malpais papers in the office of Territorial Sec- the Moors yesterday. General Diaz street. Peary refused to talk regard- Mike, the prospector who was with retary Nathan Jaffa. The capitalization
Vicardo. three oiher officers and
ing the Cook controversy. The naval him. Mike says the two lost most is $r,u, nod of which $:;,imhi js paid up,
At four o'clock he will teen men were killed and 1S2 wound-leav- parade today consists of light draught of their provisions on a trip to in- the
Incorporators and directors being
I boats
for Tacoma where he will at- - ed.
which will over take the Half spect a power site and when the waLas Cruces a fnilnws: .Tames
from
jail
Moon and Clermont at Xewbnrg where ter was reduced to five gallons,
tend a dinner and address a public
Abandon Mt. Guruga.
T. Smith, 20 shares: Erward Eiile. I
Spaniards
the
a
loss
of
coin
adproposed by
meeting. Last night he made an
Madrid, Oct. 1. It is dow known there will be a big parade cn land. to see which
share;
should make a dash for ' share: Charles K. Atkinson,
ciress in wnicn ne oweit on trie nust-jth.- ,t
the Simnisll abandoned their po- The escort includes a light draught
A.
Allen .1. Papen.
Frank
share:
won
aid.
Mike
Greenwater
for
and
torling qualities of the Seattle citizens sitioll on the summit of Mt, Guruga cruiser and a fleet of submarine
1 cliivrt
Tmm
anh
Tim
tp
villi.,
linr
and paid a tribute to Ballinger, an- - 0 tl, aimearanee of 4 .000 Moors who pedo boats. Bridgman and the news- when he arrived at Greenwater sent
share is $1u0. The road is to be three
nouncing that the secretary had his were expected to attack at any time. papermen were the only ones to greet out a search party for his companion, miles
long from Mesilla Park to Sunny
He also defended The latest Spanish defeat in Morocco Peary a tthe station. A big historical who could not be found.
full confidence.
and passing through Las duces.
Slope
himself against the accusation that is not yet known to the people as pageant paraded through Brooklyn
Board of Osteopathy.
he is not carrying out the Roosevelt Uu, overment is carefully suppress- - today. There is little chance of a suc- FOUR SUICIDES IN
The territorial board of osteopathy
cessful flight by Curtiss or Wright
DENVER IN ONE DAY.
policies, saying that many did not jng al rei,orts.
held a special meeting at Roswell to
know what (hose policies were and
during the day.
,
Fell Into ar. Ambuscade.
,
x.
examine
as ,lie iiau, spem luur juara m tuc
candidates, every member beIt
how
has
been
decided
far
not
DeWoman
up
and
Young
Discouraged
Melilla, Oct. l.-- f Railing into an amDr. C. L. ParRoosevelt cabinet he knew as well as
ing
namely:
present,
the
river the Roosevelt would go.
spondent Because She Lost Her
buscade on theiC return from the
Dr. C. H. Conner of
of
sons
Roswell,
any one what Roosevelt contemplated
his
and
When
it
took
wife,
Position
Drinks
Peary,
Carboric Acid.
the Sapnish held out till
and he would carry out his plans.
Albuquerque and Dr. C. A. Wheelon
Kridgenian aboard it was flying the
the arrival of reinforcements with a north
of Santa Fe. Another special meetno
demwere
There
flag.
pole
Denver, Colo., Oct. 1. Roused to
battely of machine guns with whicVi onstration for
CARNEGIE HAS GONE .
Peary although the ves- anger on being told to go to her room ing will he held at Santa Fe on MonBASEBALL CRAZY. thev heat off the Moors.
sels blew whistles as the Roosevelt
day to examine candidates from northby her stepfather, with the statement ern Xew
Mexico. The large number of
at the rear of the parade.
passed
that she was a subject of his charity
durham
Town Named After Celebrated Stee Where
indicates that the growth
candidates,
Governor Hughes at Newburgh.
because she had lost her position, pretmakes a mistake.
Magnate Pays Unusual Honors
of osteopathy is keeping up with that
Oct. 1. Newburgh today
Newburgh,
Eunice Mitchell ended
ty
to Honus Waqner.
Xew Mexico.
for Advertisinp witnessed the formal transfer of the her life by poison at her home, 285(5 of
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 1 Although Spending Fortunes
Filed Bond.
from
Moon
Clermont
the
Half
and
But Not in the Newspapers of
West Thirty-sixtavenue.
the home town of Honus Wagner was i
District Clerk Frank W. Shearon
lower Hudson committee to the upper
Perhaps the nastiest feature that named for Carnegie, the steel mag
the Country.
The mother of the girl. Mrs. John
nd for 5.l)00 issued
Hudson committee. Accompanied by Si.eck. distracted unon seeinr the toda" filed his
lias yet arisen in the case is the talk nate never received the honors given
S. Fidelity &. Guaranty Com- RB. Webb, traveling advertising an imposing array of warships, river writhing form of her daughter and D' lne
upon the part of some individuals who to the ball player. The city council
seek to implicate the postoffice of- last night passed a resolution con- - manager of the Blackwell Durham
craft and little vessels anchored off hearin"- her screams also attempted nany through O. C. Watson & Co.
Fe
in
uoaea in
ficials in a plot to conceal evidence
was
bacco
Santa
the town while Governor Hughes and suicide. During a struggle forthe pos- Company,
Wagner on his great
ShorifE Charles
C. Closson today
and' thwart the ends of justice. One of
as a ball player and da' advertising Bull Durham tobacco members of the committee were wel- session of the bottle containing car- the attorneys who represents the dead congratulated the town on having him a"d. incidentally the Albuquerque comed by Mayor McClung, with a mil- bolic acid, the mother was burned lodsed in the Penitentiary. Cleofes
The company has put up a itary salute. Governor Hughes reviewgirl's mother and sister sent an order for a citizen. The voting was ac- - fa-the face and the body, as was';aiid and Amado A,arid who win serve
that
races
me
; purse ot
to the postmaster asking
tor
and
of
sailors
soldiers
the
aunng
$t.uuu
ed
parade
the woman woh probably saved her',om; year for larceny .
companied by cheers.
the fair and is spending a - small arid attended a. dinner at the New- life, Mrs. G. W. Runge, living at. 3551
the mail addressed to Gertrude MontSuit Against Insurance Company.
fortune for tacking up signs and dis-- ' burgh City Club.
gomery be sent to him. This the post ALBUQUERQUE TRIBUNE
street.
Papers were served today upon In- Clay
master refused to do as such a
BUYS CITIZEN figuring walls and fences, but strange,
The dying screams of the girl, to- -' surance Commissioner .Taeobo Chav-gethTreat for the Convicts.
to say, not for newspaper advertising
to
in the suit of the First National
is
contrary
absolutely
s
proceeding
N. Y.. Oct. 1. The con- with the pain of the burns
Ossining,
the United States postal laws. Today Latter Will Suspend Publication To which to the average business man victs at Sing Sing were marched out ceived by the carbolic acid, prostrated Bauk ot k"da, Roosevelt county, vs.
j seems
a
policy. But Mr.
an. order was., issued by" Judge McFie,
insuiance torn- al"ora
were allowed to see the the mother, and late last night she 1 ne
night as Separate Evening
Webb is a hustler and does the best today and
flail v.
,w
"ordering 'the postmaster to deliver the
Half Moon and the Clermont as they was in a serious condition. The girl
mail. The postmaster replied that the
It will come as a surprise to most' he can under adverse circumstances
died within thirty minutes after she in favo rof John Hanilett.
passed u;i the river with an escort.
suc-th- e
was
even
in
this
and
instance
mail had been returned to the send people, especially to politicians, that
Applications for Parole.
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have
application for
the son of a ranch- itentiary
the Las Vegas Optic and the Albu- Falls
an enthusiastic reception marlj and their separation within a fe
parole:
Since it was discovered by the post- Tribune which will from tomorrow
after
"Tribune-Citizenquerque Journal, merely by putting bv the
Con. Wooley from Colfax county,
anchored warships in parade. weeks, the girl had been morose and
master that the three pieces of on be issued as the
pa- - up a 'bully" good talk, distributing
the
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from
Editor
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per and W. F. Brogan, of the Citi- - sacks of tobacco among the typos and CORPORATIONS IN COLORADO
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postal card from Detroit and a letter zen
grocery.
r
of the watch charms among those who do
will be the
from Bent, Otero county, are still at
ASSESSED AT $56,000,000. position was lost owing to a nlisunder- - county, serving a life sentence for
name not smoke or chew. No doubt this
the
new
with
hyphenated
paper
X murder.
the postoffice, having been located which will continue to be
costs
much
standing a short time ago.
Democratic, manner, of advertising
unaries ox irom an Aiiguei coun- just as they were being sent out ol however. The price paid is not made more than newspaper advertising and Almost as Much as the Entire AsHenry Van Wornier and Martin D.
ty,
town.
serving two years for larceny from
Valuation
of
sessed
The other letter which was
disnervous
ill
from
both
Territory
cannot possibly bring as good results
Cavanaugh,
of New Mexico.
from Shreveport and which is presum- public.
j but
orders; worn out with long search in a warehouse.
that is the business of the Black- Joshua Rogers. of Barnalillo county.
ed to have been from the deceased's HARRIMAN WAS ILL
various parts of the country for health,
well people. In the meanwhile, the
sixteen months for larceny
1. The
state
Oct.
Colo.,
Denver,
serving
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in
his
final
to
made
each
sister, Mrs. W. H. Polk, had already
stand
Bull
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go
Durham
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$1,000
DISEASE
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WITH
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flom
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of
the
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out.
to
been
sent
Denyesterday
has
equalization
gone
the fight against the disease in
telegram
the owner of the horse winning the
Washington asking the authorities to He Had Chronic Spondylitis and Car- - 2:12 race at Albuquerque this month, ished its review of the assesments of ver, ended their struggles at about the
of same
PRINCE BRAGANZA SUED
j
give permission to have the letter reMr. Webb, who cames from Illinois. corporations and fixed the value
hour, one with a rope, the' other
cinoma According to Professor
FOR SMALL LOAN.
and ex- with a revolver.
'
railroads,
telephone
telegraph,
turned from Shreveport. That the
in
one
four
for
but
lived
has
the past
years
Von Strumpell.
Adhering
in
at
state
the
acpress
in
properties
acted
to the requirements of a religion
postal authorities merely
Vienna, Oct. 1. According to Prof. Colorado, when he reached Raton
to Have the Money to Pay Car
an increase of $4,000,000 over year
cordance with the rules' of the
known as the Unity of Silence in the Had
A. Von Strumpell, Harriman's Euro- - took unto himself a bride and brought
and
Steamboat Fare to Meet
of
assessment
last
the
year.
did
and
their
duty pean physician, the railroad magnate her with him to Las Vegas, visiting all
department
he might be rreerr of locomo- j
His Bride at Altar.
From this amount the state govern- hope that
1s beyond question. Nevertheless, cer.
un-condition
tor
and
his
Gate
and
ataxia
finding
was suffering from a spinal disease the little places between the
revenue
in
ment
will
derive
$224,000
on
a
tain parties insist
makinz
news vender at
known as chronic spondylitis, at the the Meadow Cities. Today he felt very
the state and counties combined changed, Wornier, a
Vienna, Oct. 1. Prince
Miguel
point that crooked work has been done time of hig daath and hls stomach sorry that he had not brought her as and
nf Fifteenth and Arapahoe streets, ended Brabanza, who recently married Miss
will rnllArt tnYPs tn tho ammint.
and are making as much capital of it j trouble was merely secondary. This far as Santa Fe, which he found the
.rt,.PPrt the as - ihis life yesterday morning by stran
t7nxnon The
of "Silent
Anita Stewart,
as possible. The fact becomes more diagnosis is said to have been con- - most interesting and most delightful
ling himself in his bed at the Artie Smith" has been sued for 6,000 crowns
at
fixed
sessments
the
meeting
April
palpable each moment that an effort firmed by an
examination, town in all of his travels and the
on four corporations because of errors rooming house, 1802 Arapahoe street. hnrrnwprl frnm n ninnpv lender when
Is being made to usethe unfortunate
A man named Brown recently from
the stomach trouble developed mate of which he says beats anything made by the corporations themselves
a hote,
hfi m nQt havft m
tQ
tragedy as political capital, but the Into carcinoma or cancer.
SUverton, gashed himself in the regton bm jn parig or.e
have in Colorado. In consequence, in filing their schedules.
they
h t0
t0 Scot.
'
naunow
Is
becoming
general public
of the heart five times with a knife in
he will have Mrs. Webb meet him here
and whpre MjJg gtewart wag
seated with the agitators and are HERE IS A CHANCE FOR
a saloon here last night. Nothing Is
after he returns from a trip up the POSSES GIVE UP
Hfi 1ias glnc4 tried t0 borrow 200,- revulof
a
with
feeling
turning away
LOVERS OF GOOD MUSIC. Denver & Rio Grande railroad and he
ROBBERS. known of his life. His feet were crip- 000 crown8 from the same money
HUNT
FOR
sion.
Music lovers of Santa Fe will this himself will remain here over Sunday
pled, portions having been amputated ienile, The snit was withdrawn as
evening have an opportunity to attend s0 as to be sure to see everything that Police Are Expected to Apprehend following frosting, and he became mel- - the money lender feared he would be
DEPOSED SHAH OF
a musical performance that will be s wortn while.
'
ancholy from the fact that he could )mt jU j)rjSOn for usury.
Bold Highwaymen Who Looted
.
PERSIA TAKEN INTO EXILE. well worth the while. The Royal
not get work in his crippled condition.
Glenwood
Bank.
Spiinns
'
Hungarian Orchestra whjich has a. OMAHA STREET CARS
It was a clear case of suicide, as a bot- - MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL
AfiAiN
St. Petersburg, Oct. 1. Mohammed splendid reputation will be the attrac t
tie of poison was found on him.
riinninr
CANNOT BE HONEST.
Glenwood Springs, Colo., Oct. 1.
T11. 4l.ni-A...III
..
Into
Ali, the" deposed Shah of Persia sailed tiuil ctiiu at Luc .ouia lucaici win icir i
The posses hunting bank robbers Commits Suicide by Jumping
Time Since Trouble Began That have
Lion's Cage.
Therefore Rev. D. H. Carrick Has Reyesterday from Anzalion to his exile der a very delightful, program. No First.
given up the search. The search
'
Traffic Has Been Maintained
in Russia.
He will be taken to one who attend will he in the least;
1. A youns woman
Oct.
Paris,
be
will
continued
signed and Taken a Job as a
police
through
Tickets can be secured
Odessa. His movements are kent i disappointed.
Until Late.
suicide in a frightful man- committed
Street Car Conductor.
channels
with
communication
and
at Fischer's drug store at prices of
secret as assassination is feared.
ner
a
here
had
last
quarLawrence,
Kan., Oct. 1. "L don't
A
has
made
night.
Having
surety company
ana seventy-riv- e
twenty-live- ,
fifty
Oct. 1. For the first good. the loss to the Citizens' Nation- rel with her sweetheart, who is a believe a minister of the gospel can
Omaha,
Neb.,
cents.
lion tamer in a theatre in which three lead an honest life,", says Rev. D. H.
CLIFFORD PINCHOT WILL
time during the strike cars ran last al bank.'
lions are introduced during a melo- - Carrick, who has resigned from the
CONTINUE HIS POLICIES.
night until ten o'clock. There were
WAR DEPARTMENT DOES
a .number of minor riots.
SCARCITY OF PATRIOTS
drama, the woman went behind the ministry and has become a street
NOT CRITICISE GRANT.
' FOR CENSUS JOBS.
and leaned forward into the way conductor. Carrick says the
Washington, Oct. l.Gifford Pin-ch1. Secretary PROMINENT
Oct.
The animals were wild with lie never sees behind the screens of
Washington,
PAINTER IS
has returned with the announceARRESTED AND JAILED. Unless More Applications are Receiv- rage and with a few blows of their the pastor's home and never knows the
ment that he will continue his poli- Dickinson finds nothing to criticise in
ed the West Will Fall Short of
claws tore her head and breast to trials and temptations which assail
cies regarding the conservation atid the action of General Grant in taking
reservation of forests just as in the part In a temperance and law enforce
Enumerators.
pieces. The woman's screams and the him.
Chief of Police Ben Coles took into
ment parade in Chicago in his uniform
past.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 1. Unless roars bf the animals caused a panic
custody yesterday one David Taylor,
more applications for jobs in the cen- - among the audience
and the fire JEFFRIES IS SPOILING
'tLner?ntpamt.er' Yho blewJ"' sus bureau
and says that as to such a"
States
army,
FOR JOHNSON FIGHT.
are received from the proof curtain had to be lowered .
from Santa Fe a few days ago. The
X
X
S
movements, each soldier and officer man was
'
Lost Two Wives by Suicide.
on information western states and territories it is
arrested
$100 REWARD $100.
has a right to determine .the matter from Santa Fe
Sarnia, Ont, Oct. 1. Rev. EvaiK Will Get to America on October 16 and
Governor Curry offers a. re-- ,
X
that he had defrauded probable that those states and terrihimself!
for
Would Like to Pull Off Bout at
the Coronado hotel there out of a tories will not receive their full quota T. Evans whose wife committed suiward of one hundred dollars to
cide at Penwylt, Wales, yesterday,
Galveston.
hoard bill of $30 or so. Taylor, who of census enumerators.
St any one who will furnish Infor
BRYAN. CELEBRATES HIS
is a
came to Sarnia three years ago from
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 1. Sam
mation as to the whereabouts
individual, It is said
SILVER WEDDING. does not deny that he owes the TWELVE MILLIONS FOR
Wales as rector of St. John's Episco- Berger,
X of Miss Gertrfide Montgomery
manager has reRAILROAD IMPROVEMENT, pal church.
at any time between three
ceived a wire from the boilermakei
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 1. W. J. Bry- money, but says there was no way
an todav celebrated his twentv-fiftfor him to pay it and hence it is pre- o'clock Tuesday afternoon SepA year ago his wife returned to announcing that Jeffries leaves foi
X tember 21st and the time at
wedding anniversary The house wasisumed he .decided to cease worryins
Chicago, 111., Oct. 1. Twelve mil - Wales. After her departure" Evans America on October 1G. Berger say
decorations.
filled with
Presents He will be held In jail awaiting the lions are to be spent In rolling stock was married to Nellie Davis, 40 years that Jeffries wants to fight with John- 3tv which she was found on the
were received from all over the arrival of an officer , from Santa Fe."
and motive power equipment by the following Sunday morning.
son as soon as it can be arranged and
'
'
.... aouinern
' L
'
n - ...
r ,n
TT.U.
n.J.lS. aim
world.
X X X X X X X 'X X X
Vegas Optic.
uuiuu raL-iuraciuc.
(Continued on Page Eight)
prefers Galveston as the place.
President.
Seati.lt. Wash.. Opt.
Taft paid his last visit to the exposi-- '
tion this morning to visit the live-- j
show. He then went to the pelf
and Country Club where he spent five:
hours playing golf with an old Yale
1

The coroner's jury is still hearing
evidence in the Gertrude Montgomery
case and in all likelihood will be occupied with the matter for another day.
The testimony of the witnesses today was in the main somewhat of a
repetition ef that given"heretofore and
the jurors showed signs of becoming
extremely wearied with the matter.
Nothing very new has been, produced
in the way of evidence though yesterday the parasol of the girl was produced and shown to be broken. The
girl's hat also was produced and shown
1o be badly torn between the rim and
crown. A representative of the New
Mexican later saw several parties who
claim to have seen the hat and parasol
were
found,
they
just after
and who maintain that both were not
in the least damaged nor did either
have blood spots upon them. As the
parasol and hat were handled considerably since found and were wrapped
in the same bundle with other wearing
apparel which was partly bloody, it is
not considered out of the way by
many, that the parasol should be
troken and the hat torn.
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Weak Kidneys

nmiv Dnitim nn

uhili nuurcu ur.

THE NEW MEXICO STAR.
(By Miss Let lie Watson in the Daily
Tribune.)
To be suns by school children be- lore President Taft at Albuquerque on
October 15.
I'm the land of pleasant weather,
Xo clouds are in my sky;
Rut I am still a Territory
Will you tell me why?

j
j

J

Established 1856.

TVeak Kidneys, rarely point to weak kidney
Nerves. The Kidneys, like the Heart, and the
Btomach. find their weakness, not in the organ
control and euide
ftse'.f. but in the nerves
and strengthen them. Dr. Shoop's Restorative It
a nii'dii ine specifically prepared to reach thes
the Kidneys alone,
controlling nerves. To doctor
is futile. It is a waste of time, and of money mi
well.
If your back aches or Is weak, if the urins
SCftHs. or is dark and strong, if you have symptoms
of Brights or other distressing or dangerous kidney diease. try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a month-Tab- lets
or Liquid and see what it can and will
do for you. Druggist recommend and sell

Incorporated 1903

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

STRIPLING-BURORW-

New Mexico.

PRICES

& CO.

S

FROM

$4.00 - S6.00

EVERY SUITa
GUARANTEED

new

Lave mines and precious metals,
will let you spy;
have mountains, vales and livers,
That will never die.

If you watt a gocd," pair of Sh)es
forthe b y try a pair of
BULL'S EYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you o
more than other makes.

1

CALL AND SEE THEM
P

FOR

O Box 219.

I

TRY OUR

long-wiiule- d

IN THE

(rout

!

Phone 36

CITY.

Alfalfa

lea!

Also Good for Chickens

Win. FARAfl

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
.Flow, Hay,

Alou-queiqu-

'

HALF CENTURY

HOUSE

J

NATHAN SALMON.

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

o

to,

LED

HERSCH

Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

St. Michael's College

!

t

100 lbs Pansy Flour

19C9.

ehool

assured that the President will
arrive in time to give all the people
an opportunity to see hint. It had
ueeii leared that there might be deI
which
lay i,r cnange of schedule
would not bring the President in until night.
But with this out of the
CHORUS.
way aiiangements have
progressed
rapidiy. In the lute afternoon the
I'm in line with education,
MEN OF FASHION WANT HART
i lesiuent will address the people. He
None can this deny;
will speak from a stand wnicn will
I'm the home of irrigation,
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
be
erected in the lawn in front of th')
Hence I'm not so dry.
If you're interested in sports you're sure to be interested in styAiv.iiauo hotel, where many, thoulish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
sands may gather to hear him withCHORUS.
"We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
out discomfort.
Immediately followHart, Sckaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
tne
the
President will be
address
ing
I deserve a statehood standing,
can do for you.
lnv'iled to attend a dinner at the
constant
Hear
my
cry!
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
hotel with a small party of
I'm a part of this great nation;
.Sew Mexico men. Later he wifl atSuits, $22.50, $25.00, $27.50, $30.00 and $:!5.0o.
Please do not deny.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.
tend Hie annual Montezuma bail. The
CHORUS.
Piesiuent will be welcomed uy a
ot Xew Mexico men who
cotiiiuraee
of
Mrs.
Death
Herrera
Ignacio
will
meet
him
at the uorder of the
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
Mrs. Ignacio Herrera, aged 60 years,
Territory at Gallup.
MONEY TO LOAN
died yesterday at Las Vegas.
'there is a cuauce for some long-- :
Bad Boys Again It has been deOn notes, diamonds and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
boy iroui tneae
leggta,
termined
recent
the
that
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
many
petty ipiuia to make nimseif a nice mtle
thefts in Las Vegas were committed
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
'loi tune at tue Aiouquerque lair next
by boys between the ages of 15 and
weeK. The Aiaiatnoii race, tor wnitn
17.
at SALMON Store
prizes
aggiegatmg $o00 have been
Reward
Murfor
Big
Apprehending
hao
just tour entries thus far.
derer One thousand dollars is offered for the apprehension and con- I'inia will let each entryman into the
viction of the murderer of Sallie Hat-to- money whether lie wins or net ana ad
tour ot tue purses are worm going
of Los Tanos, Guadalupe county.
t a doubt that we
Arrested Sheriff after, ineie isn
Burglar Suspect
Cleofes Romero of Las Vegas arrest- have a lot of fast youngsters aiound
e
who could wanuer up to
ed Marcial Vigil at Wasori Mound neie
and
a
suce
of
ttlte
that
away
on suspicion that Vigil knows some'mere is plenty of time lor
thing of recent, burglaries at Las Ve- money,
tor tho lungs of tne average
training,
Phone 10s
San Francisco Street.
gas.
lad in tnis eiim.ue are mighty strong
store In Santa Fe.
The largest and the only
Granted Mar- and so
Marriage Licenses
are his
It is a chance
riage licenses were granted at Albu- that our local iegs.
atLletes
should not ovto
querque
Mary Armijo, aged 17. and erlook.
MeManus
of the
Secretary
Petrolino Gabaldon, aged 20. Also to
fair association a; Aiouquerque will
Mary Agnes English, aged 22, and
'
gladly send entry clanks and conui-- I
James M. Sadler, aged 24.
lions of the race tu application,
Will Serve
Temperance Punch
'With special trams coming
from
The Commercial Club at Albuquerque
Las Vegas, Santa l'e, Socorro
and
has
decided
to
serve
:
:
only punch at Clovis, it now looks as if
:
Albuquerits annual county fair dance, October
would be called ui.on to entertain
12, that, does not sting and to which que
less than 20,000 people on Fri- net
prohibitionists cannot object.
October 15th. TLat is the day
day,
Two Deaths at Mountainair
Mrs. President Taft is to bt in
Albuquer-- ,
James J. Phillips died at Mountainair
is confidently expected that
It
que.
last week. She was formerly of Belle-view- , the
President will tell the people of
Mo. She was aged 33 years and
New Mexico what he thinks about
besides her husband leaves five childstatehood and every loyal Xew Mexi-- I
ren. Mrs. Olivette Lollar died the can who
has the price wants to be
same day. She was aged 27 years.
there to hear it.
Her husband, a brother and a sister
survive.
SEALED PROPOSALS.
Eleven Year Old Boy Indicted
I
Sealed proposals will be .received by
Dewey Mann, aged eleven years,
was indicted by the territorial grand the Board of County Commissioners of
jury at Albuquerque yesterday for Santa Fe County, at the office of the
flusli
striking another boy with a shovel. Probate Clerk up to noon the ninth day
8 Pedro Zaniora was indicted on a sim- Ui vyuiAjutri, OVOt 1U1 LJUC ucaiiug, jjium- ilar charge. Boyd F. Helburn was bing and electric wiring of the court
With
indicted for forging a railway pass. house now under construction. Plans
Frank H. Strong filed a suit against and specifications can be seen at the
I
George A. Camfield to recover on a office of the probate clerk, or I. H. &
W. M. Rapp & Co., architects, also
promissory note for $98.
at the building. Seperate proposals
WILL BE BIG DAY
will be received on each. Address all
AT ALBUQUERQUE. bids to George W. Armijo, probate
clerk.
More Entries Wanted for the MaraSoutheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
I. SPARKS,
Telephone No. 40
thon Race for Which Purse of
Chairman Board County
iiHlflUnaiix"
$500 is Hung Up.
are now complete
Arrangements
for President Taft's reception in AlThe seals and record books for noiMMKMiatMIBHW I
buquerque on October 15th. It is taries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing Company at very
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporLucas County ss.
ated companies are also handled. Call
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that at or address the New Mexican Printhe is senior partner of the firm of F. ing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the city of Toledo, County and State
8
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of
that cannot be cured by the us
&
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
DecoFRANK J. CHENEY,
Telephone Mo 140 Red
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of DeMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
cember, A. D., 18S6.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
&
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- D. M.
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Builders and Contractors
Send for testimonials free.
MANUFACTURER
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
JEWELER
Furnished, on short notice
Take Hall's Family Pills for
I

1,

SELIGMAN BIOS. COMPANY.

tht

CHORUS.
Other states got in the Union;
Why, I say, c;tn't .1?
Yet, Uncle Sam just turns me down,
Yes, every time I try
Among; the stars of our grand Flag,
1
dearly long to go.
"I cannot wait,
1
am a state,"

Insists

SANTA FE, X. M.

Santa Fe, New Mexico

$3.30

j

50

DiPSS CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

1.65

'

100"

Bobolink

$3.20

50 "

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
fiOlMPS

1.60

w 6 ulV6

rpftstp.r

iirMs

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

BROTHER HERMES. President

all cash purchases.

OUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put In the stove the
evening before.
i. We guarantee that the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
1.

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Ap

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Ca-'fir-

Jewelry, Silverware,

as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

SON

C

O. OpiL

Sirs

CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

.Wood
gCPay
VV HARDWARE CO.
AT

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

QIC'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

Powder

The Purest Impalpable

,

l

Talcum Powder Made

1

d

6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

HOOVER

one-thir-

corfl or lignite.

MILK

China,

Goods.

'

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard

FRESH EGGS

CREAM

I

5S55BSBgtesf

.

rated

x

Studies resumed September 1st.

(

inter Grocery Co.

CALL

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
.

PHONE NO. 213

j

J

W Wff

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

1,

The New Mexican Printing ComNEEDFUL KNOWLEDGE.
pany has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school Santa Fe People Should Learn to
Detect the Approach of Kidney
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
Disease.
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
The symptoms of kidney trouble are
so unmistakable that they leave no
ground for doubt. Sick kidneys exWOODY'S HACK LINE crete
a thick, cloudy, offensive urine,
full of sediment, irregular of passage
or attended by a sensation of scaldFrom
ing. The back aches constantly, headaches and dizzy spells may occur
and the victim is often weighed down
and fatigue.
Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m by a feeling of langour and
there is
Neglect these warnings
Arrives at TAOS at
danger of dropsy. Bright's disease;
or diabetes. Any one of these symptoms is warning enough to begin
treating the kidneys at once. Delay
often proves fatal.
You can use no better remedy than
Tea miles aa.ea.rer
1isl3. any etiier ray Good teams Doan's Kidney Pills.
Here's Santa
Fe proof:
Hyman Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe
Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I
can recommend Doan's Kidney Pills,
as they have been used by myself
and other members of m yfamily with
splendid results. The value of Doan's
Kidney Pills for relieving pain in
the back and other kidney difficulties has been thoroughly proven to
the
me. I take pleasure in making
merit of this remedy known to other
kidney sufferers."
FOR
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milbur- n
Buffalo.
cents.
Co.,
OPPORTUNITY
New York, sole agents for the United

MASSACRE OF UNITED
STATES COMMISSIONERS.

,
(From Obar Progress.)
Acting on instructions from Wash
ington, directing him to materially re-- j
duce the number of U. S. commissioners in this judicial district. Jndge
Cooley, of Alamogonlo, last week a.sk-- j
ed for the resignations of all but seveii
or eieht V. S. commissioners in the
district and sot 'em.
Our own venerable
head was
"among those present" in the basket,
It bumped up against that of
Reneau. of Loan, and about 10 others.
We don't know whether Brother
Seigel irot let out or not, as there is
liable to he need of a
S. commissioner along the railroad in connection
with Chinese cases, and there should
be one every 50 or (Id miles.
Anyhow, we didn't bump up against
Brother Siegel's head in the basket
ami he may still be wearing it, as we
hope he is.
In that case. Xara Visa still has two
commissioners, Mr. Belknap is a l S.
oi.ii't commissioner,
and being appointed by a different judge, is not under the same jurisdiction, but as he
has no jurisdiction in smuggling cases,
Mr. Siegel would still be necessary,
since U. S. commissioners have such

7pm

$5.00

51

mm,
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the name

j
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j
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j

i
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Charles W. Dudrow

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
6

W. E.

Garrison,

AUTOMOBILE

-

J. W. STOCKARD, managzr
C.

Z "HZ

MEXICAN

VnWTZ

FILIGREE

JEWERELY
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I.
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fDT SPRINGS.

OJO CALIEJiTE

Doan's

j

Sf

d

take no other.

'

-

sei-m-

and jurisdiction.
We sent in our resignation last Friday, making it to take effect on acceptance, and we suppose the rest of
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
the boys did the same.
MVOTtS 10 IK MHMKSS AN) MvaOWENT Of DC CltAT WOl
The court will no doubt arrange
Sl.tt CtfV Ml
Connection made witn Automobile matters so that no inconvenience will
at Torrance for Roswell daily, result to claimants whose hearings
Add 25 Cents to the Annual Subscrip- line
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- were set before
any decapitated comtion Rate of the New Mexican Publi- well at 4 a.
in., and arrives at Roswell missioners.
to
Receive
Western
the
cations,
at 12. noon. Automobile leaves RosThis may 1e inferred from the fact
Investor's Review.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arthat in our own case at least, there
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
was no charge of inefficiency, but
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
merely a general movement to reduce
"BACK TO THE WOODS' la $5.80 and between Torrance and the
number.
autoon
Roswell $10. Reserve seats
In his letter, Judge Cooley took parmobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
ticular pains to make this point plain,
manager, Automobile Line.
assuring us distinctly that his action
was no reflection whatever on us.
Why Colds Are Dangerous.
So far as the public is concerned,
Because you have contracted ordi- there will probably be no difference
nary colds and recovered from them except that it will add considerable to
without, treatment of any kind, do not the expense of
proving up, in case of
for a moment imagine that colds are
in this vicinity, which
persons
living
not dangerous. Everyone knows that
of course, is unfortunate. So far as
pneumonia and chronic catarrh have we are
personally concerned, we claim
cold. Con-- i
their ..origin. in a common
g
. ...
be a
,
K..t'to
citizen, and what
sum niuii is nut eauseu uy a uuiu um,
ow
fel
th
say. goes,
Washington
the cold prepares the system for thef
e haw llvel lonS e,10"Sh m this
the
of
and
development,
reception
learn tnat 11 lon 1
ol' worl(1 of 0,,rs-tthe inferior woods that you used to germs that, would not otherwise have!
milk
for
and it has be-aspilt
with lia' to cry
ose if this new line of Lumber of found lodgment. It is the same
to look
a
our
of
conie
Part
1'hilosophy
infectious diseases. Diphtheria,
ours is not the best you ever put a scarlet fever, measles and whooping every piece of misfortune over and try
saw or nail in! We are striving to cough are much more likely to be con-- i to find in it some piece of good
fortune
supply only the best, seasoned and tracted when the child has a cold.
in tnis case we round me gooa
more
real
that
You
see
from
this
will
can
be
flawed
that
Lumber
least
fortune
to lie in the fact that Judge
in
a
in
cold
than
any
lurks
and we danger
found in this neighborhood,
other of the common ailments. The Cooley's request came just in the nick
iielieve we are succeeding in pleasing easiest and
quickest way to cure a of time to prevent our spoiling a batch
all our numerous customers. Let us cold is to take Chamberlain's Cough of our own letter heads.
hear your complaints either as to ReJnedy. The many remarkable cures
We were just out of stationery and
quality or price. We'll cheerfully effected by this preparation have had set ud a form to print a lot of new
remedy anything that's wrong.
made it a staple article of trade over letter heads when we got notice that
a large part, of the world. For sale by we were no longer on the commissionall druggists.
er's iob.
A couple of hours more and they
would have been printed with the
"commissioner" heading. Now that's
what we call luck; as it was we left off
the "commissioner" :art and simply
put Editor Obar, Progress." and that
OF
reminds us that we want to say that
the action does not in anyway affect
the publication of final proof notices.
These will appear in the Progress, as
heretofore, but the hearings will be
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
before some commissioner who still
has his head on.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
There is also some satisfaction for
all
of us boys, to be derived from the
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
fact that no fellow can say that he got
anybody's scalp. It was not a case
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
of individual "scalping" but rather,
we might say a "general massacre."
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and it Household Eco
Nobody in Obar or Quary county or
and
Mechanics
Agriculnomics. Also short bourses .in Practical
New Mexico, was responsible for it.
It was done on orders from Washingture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
ton to reduce the force and somebody
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities had to zet laid off.
LATER Under instructions receivfor self support.
ed, our resignation does not go into effect before October 26.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
Judne Cooley's Letter.
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your
letter of September 16th, which reached me this morning. The same mail
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
brought a considerable number of letters from Ivogan, asking me to reconsider my action in requesting the resignation of John B. Reneau, U. S.
EOSWELL-TORRANC- E
commissioner who is located in your
town.
ROUTE.
U. S. MAIL AND PASSENGER
I am
you in order that you
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving may, if writing
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
see
you
fit, give this matter
Passengers over 30 house between
so that every one may underAgents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, these
publicity
route.
over
other
any
points
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars in stand my reason for taking the action
and
Roswell
route
between
Shortest
service securing comfort to passen I did.
I have no desire to do anything that
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chauf
Santa Fe and all points in the
feurs in charge of every car. Seats will work an unnecessary hardship on
Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying to any citizen. A special agent of the
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern department of Justice recently made a
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros very careful investigation of conditions in the sixth judicial district and
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for veil, New Mexico.
50
allowance
lba.
fit Paso and all points on Rock Island
Anj reported to me that the interests of
Baggage
amount of baggage can be carried good administration demand that there
Railway.
should be a material reduction in the
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
number of U. S. commissioners.
He
also specifically recommended that the
office of United States commissioner at
Logan should be abolished. His general, recommendation as to the reducWATCHES
DIAMONDS
tion in the number of offices was recently endorsed by the United States
marshal and the general land .office.
a.nvil.ctva.Tr ot
A statute of the United States
Eyes Tested and
the U. S. marshal to carry such
Fitted By Up-to- as he may take, before the
prisoners
1
Date Method nearest U. S- commissioner.
The deRIGHT SERVICE
partment of justice refuses to audit
the account of a deputy marshal who
CUT GLASS, CHfNA AND SILVERWARE. '
i
fix
N.
M.
Santa
Fe,
Francisco
Street,
146 8an
LlI....JioJlJ i- does not comply with the require- Remember

t

r-

l.

States.

2SEE8E3E23E22it38
ills of this statute. There are ov.-twenty 1. S3, commissioners in Guada-!!;- .
New Mexico Military Institute
and Quay counties now, and it is
evivmely difficult for a deputy mar
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
sii:i'.. when making arrests, to keen
The West Point of the Southwest."
tii'rk of such a lare number of ofArmv Officers Detailed by War Department.
fices. Moreover, it is the experience
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
nothof the land office that its work is
"A."
ing like so satisfactorily done when
Through Academic course, preparing young
il
an so many commissioners.
men for college or for business life, (ireat
It
to nie entirely clear thereamount of open air work. Heallhiels location
'iI i - ! w "mif M
fore, that I cannot with propriety
of
deany Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
recommendation
the
of
the
d the beautiful Pecos Valley
the garden
partment of justice, backed as it is by
the endorsement of the two officers
spot of the West at an eVvatlnc of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
whose work brings them most closely
in touch with the I'. S. commissioners.
Ittle rain or snow during session.
That it is a convenience for those
Eleven Officers and instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
taking up public lands to have a 1". S.
commissioner in the immediate neighbuildings, throughly furnished, heatod. lighted
borhood before whom they ean make
and modern In all respects.
proof, is of course evident but that arREOENTS E. A. Gaboon, President; W
gument carried to its logical concluU,
Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
i
i
sion would mean appointing a I". S.
Treasure."; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, aDd W
commissioner at practically every setA Fllyao
tlement in the neighborhood of which
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
there is any land business whatever.
address.
This of course would result in intolerCOL. IAS. W. WILL30N,
able confusion. The government in
Superintendent
order to encourage the making of
home offers land to settlers on very
liberal terms, and those settling on the
land ought not to expect the government to seriously handicap the transaction of public business by providing
a U. S. commissioner every few miles
before whom proof can be made.
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
I am sure that none of those who
world. The efficiency of these watert
have joined in recommending a re located In the midst of the Ancient
has been thoroughly tested by the
e
west
miles
duct ion in the number of V. S. com- Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiraculous cures attested to In the
missioners are unmindful of the inter- of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuo
ests of the people, and that their ac- Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
tion in making the recommendation
Rio
and
Denver
on
the
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
Station,
they did was actuated solely by a de- Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
sire to have the public business daily line of
stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Compromptly and efficiently transacted.
The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathI have
explained at some length from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
my reason for taking the action I have carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
in order that if after further consid- very
dry and delightful the entire traias and waits for Santa Fe train
eration it seems desirable to adhere year round. There U now a commod- upon request.
This resort is attracto my intention of abolishing the office ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
of I. S. commissioner at Logan you valids and tourists. People suffeing winter.
Passengers for Ojo Caliente
will, understand why the step was from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 ft. m. and
taken. I will, however, give the matter contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 6 p. m., the
further consideration and see what can 'Tiese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
be done.
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
Very respectfully,
ALFORD W. COOLEY.
n

Editor Klinefelter Views the Situation
From Philosophical

Barranca to Taos
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COLONEL BERGER INTERVIEWED AT DENVER.
He Tells of Growth and Prosperity of
New Mexico and Epecially of

Belen.
I

(Rocky Mountain News.)
Colonel William N. Berber who
edited the Santa Fe Capital for twenty-- i
five years and who is now the pro-prietor of the Belen, New Mexico,
Tribune, is a strong New Mexico
booster and a firm believer in the fu--;
ture of Belen. He is of the opinion
that the new Santa Fe cut-of- f
will)
brins nrosneritv nnri an untold in-- !
crease iu population to the town.
This new cut-othat the Santa Fe
is building will save fifteen hours between Chicago and San Francisco and
already there have been over 4,000 immigrants brought into the vicinity of
Belen and the cut-ofThe agricultural
conditions in the surrounding country
are splendid and Colonel Berger and
the present population look for a thirv-in- g
and densely populated community
in the near future. Speaking of the
territory Colonel Berger said:
"Upon the arrival of President Taft
at Albuquerque on October 15, to visit
the Territorial fair the people of the
territory and those of Belen partic
ularly are to urge the statehood meas-- l
ure upon him. The territory has been '
in the position for the last few years
only to ask that it be admitted to the
Union as a state, but now the people
think they are to a position to demand
j
it.
"The people are looking for their j
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews,!
to push the measure Tor them and ex- pect the argument of their increase in
the past two years in population to go
a long way in getting them admitted
as a state. Some idea of this increase
may be had from the fact that over'
500,000 acres of government, land has
been put under cultivation in the last
two years.
"Governor Curry and the New Mexican baa- - indorses strongly the recent
appointment of Ernest Knaebel, formerly of Denver, to be assistant attorney seneral. Knaebel was brought
up in the territory, living there nearly
all of his boyhood days. John H.
Knaebel, his father, is a resident of
Denver."
1
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ells Fargo k Gompan
Express

General Express Forwarders
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TO-
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411

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Tarougnoat ths United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES.

Aaent

LIVERY STABLE
FINE

RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS

CALL UP PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

Line

983XS

A.

PV

piegelberg- -

527 San

Francisco

Street

W. F. BUCHANAN SELLS

TUCUMCARI BANK.
C. W. Harrison

Naravisa

and Associates
Make the Purchase

of

for $50,000.
The bank stock of the Federal
Banking Company, principally owned
by W. F. Buchanan, president of the
First National Bank of Tucunicari
has been sold to C. W. Harrison, a
banker of Naravisa and his associates. The deal represents $50,000, that
being the capitalization of the bank.
Mr. Harrison is now on a deal with
Mr. Buchanan to purchase the building in which the bank is located. The
building is a two story brick, 50 by
150 feet, situated on the corner of
Main and Second streets, one of the
best business locations in the city.
The postoffice, the Elk drug store
and the
Express Company occupy the first floor of the
building, while the U. S. land office,
the Masonic lodge hall and a half dozen law offices occupy
the second
floor. The building is valued at
Wells-Farg-

o

$50,-00-

.
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aio Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Unen Drawn Work, Opals.
,
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SENSIBLE WAY TO CELEBRATE.
The New .Mexican lias advocated in
the past that Fourth of July and other
cell brat ions at Santa Fe should take
the f'oim of historic pageants or historic plays rather than the boisterous
tomfoolery which has characterized
these celt Ill ations in the past and for
which good dollars of local business
men were 'spent. The Hudson-Fultocelebration this week, the Lake Cham-plaifestivities earlier in the year, the
Centennial of St. Louis and other cele- brations in the past few months dent- onstrate that the idea advocated by
the New Mexican and that has been
followed for centuries in Europe, is
one that is being favored more and
more ami in which lies the remedy
for the general plaint that Fourth of
July, for instance, is turned into a
day of sorrow for many because of the
foolishness of the people in celebrating it with dangerous fireworks. Says
the Hocky Mountain News:
"One magazine writer recently declared that the American nation 'was
learning to play. He was speaking of
the Champlain celebration; but the
truth uttered applies quite as well to
the Hudson-Fultopageant in New
York. The remarkable thing about
an our recent festivities is tne nuniDer
of people taking part in them, not the
number of people who view them. Our
demonstrations are ceasing to be
'shows,' and going back to the old type
of festivals. And that, we conceive,
is an important and admirable change.
"For there seemed a danger one
time that we. would forget how to play
beyond the chance of ever
it, We were so very busy conquering
a continent, and bringing nature to
harness. We wanted so much in the
ordinary labors of life that the older
playing peoples never thought of at
all. And we declined to keep human
slaves to get these things for us:
Therefore, play had to wait till nature
could be harnessed to do pretty much
everything but play. One is glad that
tlie harnessing is accomplished."
The native people of this section
have been much more sensible than
their American brethren in this respect for they observe Guadalupe and
other holidays with bonfires, the holiand Passion
days before Christmas
week with historic and miracle plays,
and DeVargas day with processions.
These celebrations attract many tourists and would attract many more if
they were advertised, while the racket
made on Fourth of July would induce
no one to come here from a distance.
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Attorney-at-Law- .

R. J. PALEN, Prf sidenl.
L. A. HUGHES,

Practices in the Supreme and Dls- trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor

General

and

U.

S.

Vice

VAUGHN, Cashier.
READ,
Assistant Cashier.

J,P.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

New Mexico
E.

H.

Land

Offices.

Las Cruces

President.

J.

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS J75.CCO

Transacts a general bankirg business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral secarity. Buys and sells bonds and! '
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys a d sells
'
domestic and foreign excb.ar.ge and makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world rn as ,
liberal terms as are given bj any money transmiting agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's ;
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes al1 orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is coisistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
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A young man who gets a bank pa? s br ( k bs sr cn
as he begins to earn money will sorre day sooner
or liter be comfortably well tixed if not rich,
through, the ftet that when a business opportunity"
comes along he will hive some money and crpdit
to grap it." Every young man will find chances to
make money by having money to invest above his
actual necessities
OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US AND WATCH IT GROW.

UNITED

STAfMlTTlSTCr

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,0O0
OFFICERS

G. FRANKLIN

FLICK. President.

W. S. DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

Asst. Cashier.

W. E. GRIFFIN.

SATURDAY

Jr., of Albuqiieripie
selling tobacco, is quartered at tip
EckU-s-

.

OCTOBER

Faltce.

S. Lindaucr and J. Lindauer of Chi-01:40, are anion:; the traveling men in
town.
Edward Sclmltz of Louisville, representing a liquor tirm, is stopping at
the Claire.
Silva Herman, a traveling man from
Cincinnati, telling liquors, is a guest
at the Claire.
Henry A. Buehtel cf
Denver, lectured at Las Vegas last
evening.
Jerry R. Fan is, demit v U. S. mar
shal at Albuquerque, is a guest at the

1

1

t

J. B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA

HARDWARE

Special
for

-o

or

Phone
no. io

n

ROLL TOP DESKS
of all kinds.
CHINA.

resent ins a hardware firm, is registered at the Palace.
Mrs. V. Ewing of Estancia, arrived
last night on her way north. ' She was
a guest at the Claire,
Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Martinez of Taos, is expected to arrive
in Santa Fe tonight.
Colonel
S. Hopewell returned to
Albuquerque yesterday after spending
several days in Santa Fe.
H. G. Decker, a traveling man from
St. Joseph, Mo., arrived last night an
is stopping at the Palace.
Mrs. Squire Hartt of Ranchos de
Taos, will arrive tomorrow to visit
L. Roberts,
j Mrs. Virginia
j
Harold Wiedebach, who came here
from Wisconsin, has accepted a position as day clerk at the Claire.
E. H. Clapp and A. S. Peck of the
forest service have gone to Flagstaff
to attend the forestry school.
J. S. Hartley of Espanola, arrived
yesterday afternoon, to accept a position as night clerk at the Palace,
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Sadler who
were married yesterday in Albuquer-- ,
were visitors in Santa Fe today.
George A. Kaseman, formerly deputy U. S. marshal, has returned to
Albuquerque from a tron to the east.

.tirwagner rrurnuure
nanes

C

u.

Phone

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Cclcrada Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Go,r
of the Southwest
A M BERGERE.

Manager for New Mexicr.
Catron Block

Banta Fe. N. M.

RUALAIFUHIP ONE THAT FLIES
THE GAME OF PUSH BALLON HORSEBACK
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
THE NAT RKISS CARNIVAL COMPiNY

A

TWO TROOPS OP Us S. CAVALRY
MARATHON RACE

TRADES PARADE
MONTEZUMA

BALL

THE 2:12 PACE "BULL DURHAM" STAKE

1000 GIVEN
BY BLACK WELL'S DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

29th Annual New Mexico Fair
and

Resources

;

OCTOBER

ALBUQUERQUE

W.

G.

TIGHT,

President

JOHN B. KcMASUS,

11-1- 6

1

Secretary.

The Valley Haneh

Have you visited the VALLEY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded nt
great expense and offer the rest of home comforts with splendid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this
jear was
made by a S&nta Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The Ashing season
closs

October 15th.
Aie you aware that the grouse 'and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANOH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
dancing floor In the territory.
and.
XrLfcrra.atJ.om...
J- N. M
MILLER, Mgr.

ail
VALLEY RANCH,

F.

JHE HOME

BAKERY
EAST SIDE

Of

PLAZA.

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS
Order from Us direct, or
to the Winter
Grocary or H S Kaune and Co, uitil our
phone is i place, L?t us have your order for
regal i,; g xds or sncial order,
1

ace.
Mrs. Olive Harrington, formerly of
this city, but who spent the past few
months at Albuquerque has gone to
Belen to live.
Frank Vogel of Columbus. Ohio, is
in town seeing the sights and investigating irrigation matters. He is stopping at. the, Palace.
E. E. Van Hern, cattle inspector, is
home from a trip over the Belen cutoff on which he inspected a number of
cattle shipments.
Miss Olson, secretary of Governor
Curry, will return this evening from
Albuquerque where she was summoned as a witness in district court.
Thomas G. Vick Roy of Denver, has
taken quarters at the Palace hotel, as
he intends remaining in Santa Fe
where he has engaged in business.
S. F. Atkinson of Omaha, and R.
B. Webb cf Denver, were among the
traveling men who came to town
last night They are stopping at the

Palace.
Dr. James

THERE'S SOME CLASS TO THIS

BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
RELAY FOOT RACE
TWENTY CONVENTIONS

le,

I'nion county, was among last night's
arrivals. He is stopping at the Pal-

men

i

Phone

FROM 2 TO 9 p. m.
t

M. Simpson of Albuquerque, who has been appointed a surgeon in the U. S. army, has been ordered to 'proceed to Presidio, Califor-

nia.
E. R. Paul, auditor of the New Mexico Central Railway Company, who
has just returned from a trip to Pittsburg, Pa., spent yesterday at Albuquerque.
Sheriff Charles Closson will go to
Las Vegas this evening to bring back
David Baker arrested there on the
charge of having avoided paying a
board bill in Santa Fe.
Bishop J. M. Kendrick of the Protestant Episcopal church, who makes
his summer residence at Santa Fe
and in winter lies at Phoenix, Ariz.,
spent yesterday in Albuquerque.
Charles F. Stevens, the energetic
sheriff of Lincoln county, was in consultation today with Governor Curry
and Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Sullivan on good roads matters.
Congressman Bartholdt of St. Louis
who was expected in Santa Fe last
evening will not arrive until this
evening, having been delayed by a
trip to the Grand Canon, Arizona.
"Mr. and Mrs. Max Nordhaus, who
have been staying at their beau-tifmountain home at Trout Springs,
for the past two months, returned to
their 'apartments on Douglas avenue
yesterday." Las Vegas Optic.
Harry. C. Hall of the forest serv
ice, formerly stationedi in Santa Fe,
has arrived from Antonito, Colorado,
last evening. He will leave for the
forest school at Flagstaff today and
will join B. M. Thomas, Bert Phillips and other foresters on a trip to
the Grand canon.
"Judge H. L. "Waldo," who left this
city yesterday afternoon on a visit to
his family in Kansas City, will accompany General Manager J. E. Hurley, of the Santa Fe's eastern lines,
on a trip to the .Pacific northwest,
occupying the latter's private car."
Las Vegas Optic.
'Eugenio Rudulph today arrived in'
town from Rociada and
departed for
Santa Fe, in company with a daughter-in-law- ,
Mrs. Engenio Rudulph
and
her little son. From the Capital City
iney go to Nambe, sixteen miles out,
at which town Mr. Rudulph has a
country store." Las Vegas Optic.
Dr. C. A. Wheelon has returned
fcom Rosweh where he attended a
meeting of the Board of Osteopathy
of which he is the secretary. He says
that he was astonished to find Ros-weso progressive 'and prosperous a
city and also marveled at the rapid
u

ll
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Mail Order

MISS A MUG LEU.
THE MILLINERY STORE
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SOUTHEAST CONNER PLAZA.
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Ask four Wife
w oiniiii
in ivn- living
v I. ..... ...
ttf! r t unci
h nome or tier own.
l I'ti-r hundreds of
things
she wculd like to do to make
her

Every

mm

(wu luiinif more ronfortnblo
ii' tractive end pleasant
every won an is a moiiev Nearly
saver
and shewlllhelpjou wonderfully
to
pay for a home,

Rent Money
Will

M

Do

V e w ill s,.
V,,1V ,1,1,..
able lion e on 5(,u
pnyn ents which
5 our
rent money will n ake
1'on't wait. Kegin now paying
for your home.
LKT
i;s EX PI A IN Ol" K
CONTRACT KH CHEAP MONEY.

1

FREDERICK MULLER

FURNITURE

The house that tviil SAVE YOU MONEY

L. E. Disque of Alamosa, Colo., rep-

FRANKLIN FLICK

G.

E.

Palace.
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-
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of Clevis,
Cuny county.
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the

count

Yes, this is the fe
Ootermoor Mattress vou
have heard of and seen advertised m
so many years.
The one that's built of m
eight interlacing Ostermoor sheets, which after
and sewed within the tick is
being hand-lai-d
ready for you to sleep on for the rest of your life
and then bequeath to your heirs. There is one
record of three generations 'sleeping on the
same Ostermoor.
It has been in satisfactory
use for fifty-to years and that is a pretty good
record for durability isn't it?

i

San Francisco St.

uevetopnient

seat

w

v

b. fe. Sutherland and
daughter,!
uernice, left this morning over!
the I). & R. (;., for Tlvs Piedras. where
Mrs. Sutherland goes to
join Mr.!
Sutherland who is stationed there inj
"';""""'u "ii" me torest service.
Jii-s-

Come in and let us show
you the Ostermoor

miss

j

and explain w hy it is proof against dust,
moisture, 2nd vermin
and never needs any renovation but a sun bath. Our stock-wil- l
enable you' to examine and teat before
you L iv.

Miss Beatrice has
accepted a position
as teacher at that
place, and will
teach the coming term. She
opens
the school next Monday. Miss Sutherland attended the Santa Fe Countv
Teachers' Institute, and secured a
second grade certificate, and is considered a very good teacher.
MEXICO

J

I

I

GEO. M. KIN'S ELL
294

CI i

Y

A

I

or Monarcl KalleaWc Iron Ranges
in nni
Every Stove Guaranteed.

rvpnc
uiiuw

mm

Let us figure your heating and plumbing

WILL PASS
SPECIAL LAW.!

SANITARY, PLU MBIXG OUR S PECIALITY

Mexico City, D. F Oct. l.- -It is be-- !
lieyed that a law will be passed ad-mrttmg free of duty supplies for flood!
-.meiers and supplies for industries
crippled by the floods.
1

FIRST CLASS

Knitting Yarn

LAUNDRY

WORK
Send Your Jaund y to the
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

at Albuquerque.
Basket leaves Tuesday,
Returns Fridav.
AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr

FLEISHERS DRESDEN SAXONY
ROYAL SHETLAND FLOSS
ROYAL IMPORTED GERMANTOWN
Various assortment of colors all at tea cents a skein

!3ciroerc3 op;

F.O.BROWN,
A?ent.

Phone No

122

Crochet, Knitting Silk 15c ball
Peri Lusta. for all kinds

Rpd

5c.

neejlework,

u

l

KAUNE

S CO.

s

skien

We

THE LEADING

Richards mis embroidery
Silks.
assortment of colors at 5c skeia

are seeking a reputition
for square dealing.

THE RACKET STORE,

?52

Santa Fe,

N.

to.,

the Best Flou- r-

SANTA PE
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T)0SS PATENT FLOUR
U IS BEST bechuseit
gives the bes. r. suit, in
bread and pastry
flour you c n buy.
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'

NEW ABSTRACT DEPARTMEN In connection
with REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE business;
experienced man in charge.

contains more Gluten
which is the vry life of
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make-

-

and
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CLEAR

TITLE TO YOUR PROPERTY,
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WATSON & COMPANY
SANTA FE'
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ts

taut

vitallvtt
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inmor- -

BOSS

PATENT FLOUR is enti-ry free from CELLULOSE
the indigestible element
of the wheat.
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Palace.
Harry C. Hall. Antonito: Frank H.
Vogol, Columbus, O.; L. E. Disque,
Alamosa: W. E. Smilh, LeVeta; R. S.
Ecklt'S, Jr.. Albuquerque; H. G. Decker, St. Joseph; S. Lindauer, J. Lindau-or- .
Chicago: S. F. Atkinson, Omaha;
R. R Webb. Denver; D. W. Snyder,
Clayton; Jerry R Farris, Albuquer-que- .
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9.00

"
"
a. in.

"1.15
9.45

602
3.700
J63
1.349

6.00 p. im.

6'00a. in.

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world.
Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines. Information gladly furnisheu.
J. P. LYXG, City Freight and Passen ger Agent
Laughlin Bldg.

1,

St, Louis Rocky

k

fetgo

fco fco

HOTELS PLEDGE

HEALS

NORMAL PRICES.
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Glo-riet-

Pccific
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Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No
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a.m.
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Connects with E. P. & . W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
i Stage for van Houten, N, M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
follows:
C. &. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH EOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
Track connection with A. T.
A S. at Oes Moines, E. P tfc 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot frr the following points In New Mexico: Ocato,
ftayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ut Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Elizabeth town,
Lobo,
6eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.

J. van HOUTEN;
W.A.GORMAN.
Ores, and Gen Mgr Gen- Pass- Agent

fi..J. DEDMAN.

V

Superintendent
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THE EAST & NORTH
Now in effect Via

MEXICO CENTRAL

El Paso, Texas

E. P. & S. W. and Rock Island
For fuli particuUrs,
Address
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LOW SUMMER RATES
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sill Fair
1st t 7th
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Kl Paso Texas.
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TO
Nevada,

Of eg in, and Washington.
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fill

Summer Tourist Rates

GRAMDt
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Still in effect to all
points.

For further Information make inquiry of"
P. H. McBKIDB, A?9nt, or VV. D. SHEA, T. P.
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IX EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TII
TO OCTOBER 15TIL

k

...tati
rk

Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana,

i

St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 1. The St.
Louis hotel men, acting through their
lresi(lent. Lvman T. Hay, have signed
a pledge not to raise rates for Cen
tennial week, October 3 to 9, inclusive.
In black and white, George D. Mark-ham- ,
chairman of the executive committee of the Centennial Association,
has this document:
In reference to the hotel rates during the Centennial week, I beg to
state that the hotels of St. Louis will
not raise the rates during that week.
Yours very Truly.
LYMAN T. HAY,
President, Hotel Men's Association.
Free Aeroplane Flights.
Public will not be charged to see
Curtiss, champion aviator of the world.
In view of the many free events, including aeroplane flights by Glenn H.
Curtiss, champion
aviator of the
world, the Centennial Association, a
municipal institution, whose president
is the Hon. Frederick H. Kreismann,
mayor of St. Louis, expects an influx
of many thousands of visitors and is
taking every precaution to assure

XM

a. m.
a. m.

In Dawson, N.

arriving

M., 6:15 p. m.

4 65

18
7

Arr'

2

6 30 p,
6 15 p.

U

"
"

"

Koehler

Connects with E. P.

"

No

DAILY

St. Louis Hosts Anree to Maintain
Usual Prices Centennial
Week.

SORES

heals Sores and Ulcers in the very simplest way. It just goes
right down into the blood and removes the cause, and the place is bound
to heal because the impurities and morbid matters which have been the
nViRorheri from thft VilrmH
TnoaTic rf lfppninT tba nlrr nnpn nra nn
of
External
etc., can never produce a
lotions,
salves,
plasters,
applications
.
J not. reacn tun
source oi inu iuuuuie. ai, uesi mey
cure ,Decause ..1mey ao
can only allay pain or reduce inflammation; such treatment is working on
symptoms and not reaching the cause. Every nutritive corpuscle in the
blood is weakened or infected, they cannot nourish the fibrous tissue around
the place, but instead they constantly discharge into the flesh around the
n
matter which gradually eats into the
6orc a quantity of impure,
surrounding healthy tissue and causes the ulcer to enlarge. Since impure
blov-is responsible for Sores and Ulcers, a medicine that can purify the
hlond is the onlv hona of a mire. S. S. S. has lone been recocnized as the
cuo ijuaubias irsx:ooaLy tvioiAiwo
ai Miwwvi JUiiuciS, pwaatraaiii
,ivra,Leai.
"While curing the sore or ulcer S. S. S.
every impurity from the blood.
brings about a healthy condition of the flesh by supplying it with rich,
healthy blood, and thus makes the cure permanent and lasting. Book on
Bores and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who write.
TEE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.
S. S. S.

1909.

Claire.
Rex. Tucson; G. H. Pollard,
germ-ladeChicago; Mrs. V. Ewing, Estancia; '
d
Helen
Edward Schultz. Louisville;
I.
Dessau, Xew
Shannon, Denver;
York; J. M. Saddle and wife, Albuquerque: Silva Hermann, Cincinnati;
Elmer E. Veeder, Las Vegas.
Normandie.
H. A. Lathorpe, Albtiquerque;Martin
Mikulac. Nik Stockic, Frank Luvera,
Austria: T. Mahoney, N. M. Smith,
as a feeder for the main line. It will
LaVeta; BEST GAME REGION
Hodges: J. W. Sullivan,
IN
AFRICA.
EAST
run into the wheat country. From the
Charles Stevens. P. Sanchez, Lincoln;
Uganda railway a branch will run
Asencion
Chavez.
Apolonio Chavez,
President
south through my other land. A third
of
Victoria
Lake
Westward
Galisteo.
Veritable
a
which has already been surveyed,
Find
Will
Roosevelt
line,
Coronado.
will tap the timber belt northeast of
for Hunters.
Paradise
C.
P.
Gosh,
Williams,
George
Nairobi.
The British government
N. C. Smith, Las Vegas.
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 1. "Colonel builds railroads first ana settles the
Roosevelt has only begun to learn of territory afterward."
EPOCH MAKING AIR
While the Uganda railroad was unSHIP RACES AT ST. LOUIS. the enormous quantities of big game
in British East Africa, Uganda and the der construction Sewall acquired 50 these visitors fair treatment.
a revelation square miles of grazing ground for the
Among Entries Are Three Famous lake regions. There's
westward cultivation of cactus, the fiber of which
he
when
treks
him
of
ahead
For Chapped Hands.
Aeronauts Preparations for
'
is used in making rope. He says tho
to Lake Victoria."
skin whether on the
Chapped
W. G. Sewall, explorer, hunter, grad- plant thrives with no attention and hands or face may be cured in one
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 1. The airship
race at St. Louis the afternoon of Oc- uate of Harvard. London clubman and that little expense attaches to its har- night by
applying Chamberlain's
Salve. It is also unequaled for sore
tober !tth, the last day of Centennial owner of 70,000 acres of land in Brit- vesting.
"The primary purpose of my visit to nipples, burns and scalds. For sale
week, will differ from previous airship ish East Africa, who has come to Spowounderful country, to reach by all druggists.
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of
your
an
to
make
investigation
races in that it will be a real race, kane
with several airships speeding over bonanza wheat fields in eastern Wash which I crossed the Indian, the Pacific
the triangular course simultaneously.
ington and Oregon, north and central and the Atlantic oceans and traveled
FRATERKAL SOCIETIES
Idaho and westeran Montana prelimi- several thousand miles overland, is to
received
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commercial
learn
about
vast
holdings,
something
are those of America's three most fa- nary to seeding his
mous aeronauts of the airship (dirig- made the foregoing remark in the wheat growing," said Sewall at the
ible balloon) class, Roy Knabenshue, eourse of a conversation in the rooms close of the Interview. "Fifteen thouAfMontezuma Lodge No.
winner of the airship contest at the St. of the Spokane Chamber of Com- sand acres of land in British East
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literally
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first
to
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Monday of eacl
Gordon Bennett international aero- with all kinds of wild animals,
V
nautic meet at St. Ixmis in 1907; and ing elephants, lions, antelope, buffalo, am studying conditions here with the
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
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putting 55,000 acres more
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enshue scored his
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
triumnh.
every room in the Smithsonian Insti- wheat belts and will then go to Montana and Oregon, traveling west and
The airsbiii and all other aero tute and several others."
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
Sewall is an interesting person. He south afterward, thence to New York
nautic events at St. Louis Centennial
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and
latter
Regular conLixerpool
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Tokyo
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and there between
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
The most thritlins horse race in his- - in one direction and Boston and Lontory could not possibly furnish the ex- don in another.
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He trekked alon? the shores of Lake
citement that will be supplied by this
1. K. T.
Regular conclav
great race of airships, say the million- - Victoria less than a year ago, going
HOW THEY STAND.
fourth Monday in eacb
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of the
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Green
fashion
Superintendent
was
near
not
on
here
can
his
sail
provided
of
life
the
10c.
Each
on
additional
same
line
enjoy
..u wouW
ders them to move on and after that
stamp,
thejBoerne
institution
.
.
.
One-lin- e
quiet waters that ripple under IHS ...in a. muiui uui. luoe CttBl.j oil,, ej "
the Taft ranch sees them no more.
20c.
over 2
Inches long
and not over 3
11 tin u la no
vc
vu.
uuc
wii f.
Stamp,
iJ
ft'
windows. Miles of excellent shell considerable height in tow of an auto1
The industrial department of the
Each additional line on stamp, 15ft.
"e-.,
will give him an" opportunity mobile. When the rope holding the; and ' on the
other. applies the greater
ranch is managed in the same thor- roads
One-lin- e
25s.
and not ov er 5 inches long
to
cut
he
machine
case
Stamp, over 3
in
the
was
the
and
for
automobiling,
aeroplane
of its premiums in an effort to
part
ough manner. There is a head to ev- wants to do some real
new
.
Each
toward
the
additional
on
same
line
20c
flyer
joy
riding
swooped
ground,
stamp,
defeat the claims of employes, is absoery branch of activity, a man who has there are stretches of beach on which in a
One-lin- e
grace curve and then soared
Kc
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
without defense," he said,
gained his promotion by merit and 100 miles an hour
Mutely
off
comwards for quite a distance. After
may be pulled
All liAWUvor am rpsnnn- coninritTT
same
Each
additional
line,
price.
be
would
"ll
if
better for everyone
ing to a momentary standstill it slow-- 1
Bible to 'Mr. Green.
At the present without the slightest danr.
the needed reform could be brought
,
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
to
In
the
its
settled
to
ly
the
general
ground.
program
According
present
is
of
the
in charge
time J. Tumlinson
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
at least one day of the President's appearance the machine resembles the aD0Ut tnrough the medium ot trade
in-mere common type 01 monoplane. 1 ne
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
manages the agricultural department, stay will be taken up by a close
Hewill
rudder governing horizontal directions elusion, but 011 account of the Urn.
the
of
Inch inch In siz, we charge for on
property.
Where type used is over one-hawhile a number of other people look spection
in touch with
the affairs of the ; is in the rear while ascent and descent lted number who are affiliated with
'
MLLCi
oi,j
one-hatuc jjatAiii&j
j,i, i;vwvuu a- keen
line
or
for
each
inch
fraction.
'atviij,
emother industries. The smooth man- nation by means of a telephone con- are controlled by means of a plane in lat)or unions and organizations of we
DATES, ETC.
tjjiuyeib, mis is lnipossiuie, ana
ner in which the affairs of the Taft necting the Taft Villa with Gregory front of the machine,
must
to
look
influence
the
compelling
hotel
in
At
the
latter
Mr.
the
Ranch
Herff
h9n
make
will
expertplace
further
Local Dater any town and date for
ranch are being run is, in deed, a
.oiiiaiiia lAKBnn in tiroftinai Bnininfv will be located the Presidential of- - ments and in a short time will build a of general law to accomplish it."
59
in
Dater month, day and year
Ledger
"While the fact that we have so
Ground for new acres is being clear- - flees.
larger machine to be equipped with a
.35
.
Regular line Dater
His trials at present are pri- - many separate sovereignties in this re- Mr. Taft will go to the ranch after a motor.
ed every day in the year. On the
1.6O
Model
Band
'.
Deflnance
D:t:r
vateon
conducted
as
Later
introduction
two
will
be
public may retard its
Taft ranch there will be located next stay of
days in San Antonio
they
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
year the largest cotton field in the where strenuous times await him. on Government hill; possibly under a measure of law, many encouraging
1.50
world. It will be 25 miles long and He is due there on October 20th. The the auspices of the United States sig- - examples have been offered by the na- Pearl Check Protector
tioual government so far as its sphere
will extend one mile on each side of weather at the season of his arrival nal corps.
SELMNKINQ STAMP PADS.
the tracks of the San Antonio and
10 cents; 2x3
15 cents; 2
25 cents; 2 4x4 4,
Aransas Pass railroad which travers35 cents; 3
75 cents.
50 cents;
es the estate. Corn, milo maize, KafFOR 1YPE SPECIMENS
the system
Cures Biliousness, Sick
ADDKESS
fir corn, sorghum cane, cow bean and
other fields will take up large areas.
clears
and
Stom
Headache, Sour
thoroughly
Truck will be grown tn great quantisallow
ties. Nevertheless the big pastures
and
Liver
complexions of
ach, Torpid
of the property will not be narrowed
pimples and blotches.
8
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
3
down to any extent. These are now
to
It im
divided into 25,000
acre
30,000
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGIPTS- ranges and support over 32,000 head
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buildings has steadied the lead mark- - j
et at times when other demands for .
that metal were at a minimum. Min- '
PHONE
From Page Five.)
(Continued
ing development depends hardly less
1 1
Y''' 92.
upon the availability of the fuel, tim-- !
Miss Helpling has moved to 216 ber ami water supply than upon the
Cathedral street.
adequacy of ore deposits. In a word,
The School of American Archaeolo- the future of the mining industry will
gy announces thai engagement of Mr. be controlled by the utilization of all
John P. Harrington as a member of resources.
The classification of the public
its scientific corps. Mr. Harrington
has been connected with the school as lands , was authorized by Congress in
a volunteer assistant for some time 1S79 and the work was specifically
Survey,
and now becomes a regular member of assigned to the Geological
the staff. His special work is the which wiis also entrusted with the
of the mineral resources
study of the Indian myths, traditions
The relation of land
the
of
country.
throwto
view
with
a
and languages,
JUST RECEIVED
classification to the mining industry
anof
the
the
history
upon
ing light
in
cient peoples. Mr. Harrington has al- appears to ofhave been uppermost
in the crethese
minds
active
the
ready done brilliant work in this line
of the survey.
Land classificaWhat's tts matter with Sanr Kraut & Spare
of research. He is a graduate of Stan- ation
now prosecuted serves
as
work
tion
ford University, class of 1905, and has
two important ends, one administraalso pursued his special studies in
tive, the other legislative, and I am
Berlin and Leipsic.
For
We Have Them
convinced that both were contemplated by Congress at the time of the
creation of the survey.
m .m d
The work of the survey since 1906
I
on the public coal lands has constitut(
PHONE
HONE
land
ed its largest contribution to
NO. 92.
L
NO. 92.
The government coal
classification.
lands are now valued on an estimat
Denver. Colo., Oct. 1 Fore- E8K
cast for New Mexico: Partly V ed tonnage basis, the price ranging
cent to 3 cents a ton, which
from
cloudy tonight and Saturday
averages less than
however,
V
with stationary temperature.
323 S
the usual royalty paid in the west. As
coal lands are now administered,
Millinery Opening Saturday, Octo- the
no
ber 2nd, from 2 to 9 p. m. Miss A. the honest coal entryman need
the unfair competition of
fear
longer
Mugler.
his less scrupulous neighbor who enArmijo Sells Land Near Anthony
100 acres of
coal land as ' a
Isidoro Armijo, probate clerk of Dona ters
The
homestead.
present policy is the
Ana county, closed a land deal yesterto
coal land purboth
deal
square
day, selling 40 acres of land near chaser and fuel users, and indeed to
g
Casad.
Humboldt
to
X.
M.,
Anthony,
operators and consumers not only of
The land sold for $100 an acre.
On Octobc 1st our contract with our present baker terminates: after
this year and decade but. also of the
"Mamma," please get bread at the next
century.
v.hich date our bakery will be improved to the highest standard of excellence.
Home Bakery." "Of course," says the
In the western oil fields the classiWe have procured the services of the best baker that Denver afforded and
them
will
"I
dear lady.
give
certainly
fication work by the survey has rethe best that money would secure. We are going to give the people of Santa a trial." See the American suirit of sulted in protecting the oil man from
Fe bakery goods that will be equal to anything produced anywhere. We will the child. She says, "Yes, dear, mam- the agricultural claimant and with
ma it is only fair, to give them a a
better law tne reports oi tne surincrease in size and greatly improve on quality. All we ask is a chance
show." Bully for you little one, and
vey
geologists would also protect the
to "show you."
many thanks for the boost. Home oil propspector from the devices of
Bakery.
the gypsum entryman.
Found Dead at Hotel J. R. Preston
The public land problem embraces,
1-1-found dead in a hotel at Chicago a
2
2
the determination of the best
first,
few days ago, was assistant U. S.
use to which the public domain can
attorney under E. A. Fiske cf this city be put, and second, the
and built the beautiful residence now or reservation of the land disposition
now beoccupied by Dr. J. A. Rolls on East longing to the nation so as to assure
Come in and ask about the Coupon system which
Palace avenue. Both he and his that use. No
is more funwife were very popular in Santa Fe's damental to realprinciple
saves you 2 1.2 percent in addition to our low prices.
conservation
and at
social circles. Mr. Preston's parents
the same time more beneficial to the
were very wealthy.
than this of giving
Holt Finishes a Fine Home H. B. mining industry
to the highest possible use
preference
Holt, former legislator, has just com- for the public lands.
Phone No. 4
Phone No. 4.
pleted one of the finest homes in the
To attain this high aim of making
Mesilla valley. It is located on the
the
best use of the public land, legisAlameda, north of Las Cruces and is lation is
necessary and as a prelimmission in architecture. It is surroundto legislation exact knowledge
inary
ed by large grounds, which will be
is required in the form of a scientific
beautified into a lawn with trees and
In a number of
land classification.
shrubbery.
instances Congress has already used
&
Partic
Open Abstract Department
the results of investigations by the
ular attention is directed to the new
work
in
done
our
of
line
order
to
Survey and at the present
Every Description
advertisement of O. C. Watson and Geological
time
land
classification
work of sevttEADS
GAME
MOUNTED
Company which appears on another eral types is in
which has
progress
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
page. In order to give better service the definite
of aiding propurpose
to their clients and to take care of
Send for prices for tanning and lining
For instance, phosthe increased business, this company posed legislation.
land surveys are now being
phate
furs and hides for rugs and robes
has opened an abstract department made to
furn sh authoritative inforand has employed Mr. Paul Butt to mation to be
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
before Congress
take charge of same. Mr. Butt has for its use in placed
General
436 Canon Poad
to promote
legislation
F
FRANK
GORMLEY Merchandise
had considerable experience in this the
Phone Black 19
best
of these importdevelopment
SANTA FE. N. M.
will
line and the people of Santa Fe
of mineral fertilizers.
ant
be glad to know where they can pro This deposits
effort to secure special legislacure abstracts to their property.
tion is inspired by no
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
spirit, and whatever legislation is
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 30. 1909
proposed, it surely will not be restricMaximum temperature, 75 degrees, tive of development for the good of
at 3 ). m. Minimum temperature, 19 this nation, nor will it look toward
of the earth's bounty but
degrees, at 6:10 a. m. Mean temper tie non-us- e
ature 62 degrees. Departure from rather toward the promotion cf the
normal .plus 6 degrees. Relative hu mining and utilization o fthis valuable
D. MULLIGAN
midity at C a. m., 52 per cent. Rela- rock on which the nation's agricultive humidity at 6 p. m., 18 per cent tural life will later depend.
Relative
humidity, average for the
As another line of land classificaGiven Careful
day, 35 per cent. Lowest temperature tion work in aid of legislation I, may
during last night, 49 degrees. Ten cite the water power investigations.
at 6 a. ni. today, 49 degrees. With earlier records and surveys as
RKSIDENCK
perature
DCp, ICQ
RED 130
uuu i uu
N lbH'l' PHOt
Orchards Dying Just why fruit a basis, the Geological Survey is now
trees will not live as long in the Me- actively engaged in examining power
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SAMSFCT0R'LY
DONE.
silla valley as in other parts of the sites to which the government still
southwest and other sections of the retains the title. Again the purpose
country is puzzling the professors of is to aid in th eenactment of legislathe agricultural and horticultural de- tion that may promote and not hinpartments of the New Mexico Agri- der development of these water powcultural College. An orchard on the ers as rapidly as the industrial, transcollege grounds that was put out abolt portation and other needs of the naUtilization of the un20 years ago is now dying fast and the tion demand.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
men of science are making experi- developed water powers on the public
ments in an effort to learn what is the domain involves either government
Screened Raton Lump
$4 50 per ton
"
inasmuch as the condition in development or long time leases of
trouble,
Monero "
5.25
the college orchard is not an excep- these power sites to strong financial
Cerrillos
6.00'
tion. There are many orchards in the interests, and in the latter event the
law must provide for effective govAnthracite Coal all sizes d
Sawed Wood and Kindling
valley that are many times as old as
ernment control that will insure that
trees
where
the
L
the
orchard,
Coal
All Kinds of Steam Coal
college
Smithing
are still in good condition, but there the profit to the capital accomplishing
are many other orchards not as old the development cannot impose unjust
burdens upon the users of the power
that are dying.
Near , T. & S. F. Depot
Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue,
thus generated, whether the utilization be for transportation, city lightM INING CONGRESS
TURNS DOWN DR. COOK. ing, or motive power.
The recommendations made by the
Survey have already reGoldfield, Nev., Oct. 1. The Ameri- Geological
46 temporary withdrawals
in
sulted
devoted
can Mining congress
yesterAND
by the secretary of the interior of
day to receiving the report of the
power sites on 42 rivers in seven of
on
committee
tne
cf
revision
special
the
public land slates.
the Alaska mining laws, adopted resA map showing the distribution of
conRoosevelt
the
olutions endorsing
BLANKETS
servation of natural resources policy these power sites now temporarily
and urging 'the creation of interna- withdrawn would show their relation
4
commissions to the great mining districts of this
tional and waterways
The government
of
discussion
a
to
number of western country.
the
and
control of power charges may mean
minor resolutions.
The congress refused to recognize the difference between the closing
Dr..
Frederick A. Cook as the discov- down of a mine and its operation at a
SOUVENffiR POSTAL CARDS
erer of the north pole, the committee profit.
H
on resolutions declining to act upon
Classification of the public lands is
V?
a resolution to this effect, introduced highly essential to the development
early In the day. The- congress took in the land laws of the Important
the position that it luid neither evi- principle of relative worth. The earlAll Ladies who visit the store will receive a free soHvenie''
that Cook discovered the pole iest' land laws, those of a century ago
dence
'
We will shortly have in a full line ol
.
nor competence to consider such
provided for the reservation of minMexican Stiaw Hats at 50cts. each
eral lands fro mdisposal for other
Address of George Otis Smith.
purposes and the present coal land
In the complex civilization of today law well expresses this principle of
no industry stands alone. Because he relative worth by giving gold, silver,
W
Proprietor.
has to sell an output the mining man and copper deposits priority over the
has a real interest in the prosperity coal, and coal in turn preference over
,tt
301-30- 3
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, JH, V
These distincof his neighbor, and good crops and agricultural values.
the farmer's activity in repainting his tions necessitate land classification

1,

19C9.
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t iDire
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4

No
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Grocery

No.

one-tent-

h

4
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tj

based on adequate field examination
and with classification data at hand
the principle of relative worth can be
further developed. Wherever the different values conflict the higher use
should prevail.
Land legislation
of the future
of
should strengthen this principle
relative worth where it already ex
ists in law and introduce it further
in all now enactments.
In hjs report
as commissioner of the general land
office two years ago, the present, secretary of the interior expressed this
same ideal in land legislation and administration, stating that the end to
be sought is "that th eremainder of
the public lands shall be devoted to
their greatest beneficial use for the
states as well as for the government
it large."

2
COUPONS
Per cent
Per cent
2

F. Andrews,

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

FURRIER

FOUR SUICIDES IN DENVER IN ONE DAY.

(Continued From Page One)

J

AT C

COAL AND WOOD

old, a member of the church choir.
Evans said he had obtained a divorce
from his first wife.
A month after her marriage, the
a
second Mrs. Evans was brought to
by her mother and committed
suicide a few weeks later.
Suicide After Double Murder.
South Woodstock, Conn., Oct. 1.
Dr. A. E. Brunn was shot by his brother Constantine and died yesterday.
Constantine Brunn, a retirer business
man of New York, after shooting his
brother, killed his sister, Miss Frieda,
and himself. No motive for the triple
shooting is known.
Killed Daughter and Self.
Richmond, Va., Oct. 1. Despondent
because of financial reverses over
which he had brooded for many sleepless night, W. B. Grover, a farmer of
Chesterfield county, attempted to ex
terminate his family. He succeeded
in killing his
daughter,
Louise, shot at his wife with the same
weapon that had ended the girl's life
and then sent a bullet into his own
brain. Father and daughter died together. Loss of sleep through brooding over money losses is said to have
V
unhinged Grover's reason.
Sa-rin-

Undertaker and Embalmer

ffi

..ig

j

J

MARKETREP0RT
MONEYS AND METALS.
New York, Oct.' 1. Prime paper
4
Mexican
dollars 43; Call
Amal, 83
money strong 341-2- ;
N. Y. Central 1361-4- ;
Atch. 124
1331-8- ;
S. P.,
U. P. 208
Steel 92: pfd. 1301-8- .
New York, Oct. 1. Lead steady $4.32
4.37
copper easy, standard
sopt $12.5012.G5; silver 51
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 30. Wheat-D- ec.
99
May 102.
Corn Oct. 591-2- ;
Dec. 56
Oats Dec. 3S
May 413-8- .
Pork Oct. 23.35 ; Jan. 18.47
Lard Oct. 12.711-2- ; Jan. 9.70.
Ribs Oct. 11.571-2- ;
Jan. $2.70.
WOOL MARKET.
1. Wool,
St. Louis,
Mo.. Oct.
quiet; territory and western mediums, 2328; fine mediums, 2224;
fine, 1319.
"
LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo.. Oct. 1. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
700 south2,000, including
erns; Market strong. Native steeis
7--

ex-di-

8

1--

$4.508.20; southern steers $3,255?
; native
southern cows
cows and heifers $2.255.50; stocke s
ad feeders ,$3.255.50; bulls
western
$3.50 7. 75;
calves
3.75;
steers $3.656.75; western cows Si. 75
:

4.60;

$2.50-3.7-

4.00.

marko,
Hogs
Receipts 5,000;
strong to 5 cents higher. Pulk of vile
$7.758.10; heavy $8.008.20; packt'S
and butchers $7.90S.20; l'ght $7 501?
8.00; pigs $5.257.25.
market
Receipts 5,000:
Sheep
steady. Muttons $4.255.00; lambs,
$5.506.75; range wethers and yearlings $4.005.25; range ewes $3.25
5.00.

,

Chicago,

111..

Oct.

1.

CattleRe-ceipt- s

market strong to shade
Beeves $4.108.50; Texas
higher.
steers $3.855.10; western steers $4
stockers and feeders $3.15
7.00;
and heifers $2.106.00;
5.25; cows
calves $7.009.00.
Receipts, 10,000; market
Hogs
strong.' Light $7.558.25; mixed $7.60
8.40; heavy $7.508.40; rough $7.50
7.75; good choice heavy $7.758.40;
oigs $6.007.50i', bulk of sales $7.95
1,500;

The seals and record books for nopublic' for sale by the New (ffS.25.
Mexican Printing Company at very
Sheep -- - Receipts, 10,000; market
reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor- eleaJy. Natives $2.605.00; western
ated companies are also handled. Call $2.75?5.n0;
yearlings $4.505.50;
at or address the New Mexican Print- lambs, r alive, $4.257.25; western
ing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico. $4.507.25.
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Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

g

'FOR FIVE CENTS

-

g

WE CORDIALLY IN V ITE
YOUR ATTENTION
.

TO OUR DISPLAY OP

V

Fall Models, Pattern and Tailored Hats

NOVELTIES

In Pelts, Collars and

Handkerchiefs etc.

a Moda Millinery

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J.

S. CANDELAltIO

Phone B'ack 78

Catron.Block.
El

